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Joy cannot think, but the author endowed it with the properties of man, that is, used such a literary
reception as an personification.
 Here and the first conclusion suggests: the metaphor when the author compares the living object
with non-living, and the personification of non-living objects acquire the quality of living. What is the
difference between the metaphor from personification

Let's consider an example: diamond fountains fly. Why is it a metaphor? The answer is simple, the
author in this phrase hid a comparison. In this combination of words, we can add a comparative
union yourself, we obtain the following fountains as diamonds.

Sometimes the metaphor is called a hidden comparison, as it is based on a comparison, but the
author does not make it up with the help of the Union. Using personification in conversation

All people during the conversation use personification, but many do not know about it. It is used so
often that people stopped noticing him. A vivid example of personification in colloquial speech
Finances sing romances (to sing in nature, and these properties were given finances), so we got an
impersonation.

Use such a reception in colloquial speech to give her visual expressiveness, brightness and interest.
Who wants to impress the interlocutor uses this.

Despite such popularity, the personification is more often found in artistic presentation. The authors
from all over the world cannot pass by such an artistic reception. Elimination and fiction

If you take the poem of any writer (no matter how much Russian or foreign), then on any page, in
any product we will meet a lot of literary techniques, including personification.

If the artistic presentation is a story about nature, then the author will describe the natural
phenomena will be using an impersonation, an example: Frost painted all the glass patterns;
Walking through the forest can notice how the leaves whisper.

If the product from the love lyrics, then the authors use personification as an abstract concept, for
example: you could hear how love sang; Their joy rang, melancholy eaten it from the inside.
 Political or social lyrics also includes personification: and our motherland is our motherland; With
the end of the war, the world sighed with relief. Elimination and anthropomorphisms

Protecting Simple Image Reception. And it is not difficult to define it. The main thing is to be able to
distinguish it from other techniques, namely from the anthropomorphism, because they are similar.
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